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to· Education' Denied

Rally· Decries Standards
By Ellen Robinson
and Kathryn G,abriel
Several campus organizations
rallied yesterday on th~ UNM -.
Mall in protest of the UNM
Regents' policies concerning the
new admissions standards that
will go into effect this fall~ .

.\
. Lester Maddox

IContinued on page 6)

Instrumental in the rally's
preparation were the Kiva Club,
Native American
Studies,
Mexican American Law Student
Association (MALSA), National
Chicano Health Organization
(NCHO), Moviento Estudiante
Chicano de Aztlan( (MECHA),
and Chicano Studies. The purpose of the demonstration goes back to a Feb. 19
public meeting called by more
than 20 organizations protesting
the requiring of higher academic
standards and higher tuition
rates. Four administrators:
H~~>a~~>r,t. Albert Simms President

William Davis, Vice Presidents aimed at excluding certain
Chester Travelstead and Alex students, the committee states
Mercure, were invited to the since itis the people who labor to
meeting so that both sides. could support the educational system,
present their position on the UNM must move to provide all
policy. The only administrator financial support and eliminate
present was Alex Mercure.
tuition altogether;
··
A committee, formed to
-On the attack on oppressed
represent . the
various nationality and women--study
organizations, drafted several centers by a Faculty Task Force,
demands to solve the problems the committee proposes that it be
·.
facing UNM:
disbanded to allow the centers to
-On higher academic stan- determine for themselves how
dards aimed at excluding op- they are to fit into the Univerpressed nationality and working- sity;
class students, the committee
-On the rising drop-out/pushsays every pers!>n has the right out rate_ of oppressed nationality
to an education. The committee and poor students; the committee
proposes the educational system states adequate financial support
find ways to prepare students at should be given the centers for
all levels and move rapidly recruitment, instruction, and
toward totally qpen admissions other preparation programs;
atUNM:
-On the junior college, the
-On higher tuition, again
.
. committee says this is nothing
but a dumping ground for those
students pushed out of UNM. It
said UNM should give those
resources to the centers to create
a Regional Research Institute
that would--t;ake UNM to a higher
le.vel of development.
The committee has been
denied addition to today's Regents' meeting agenda.
In a meeting last ·week with
President D'avis, the committee
submitted solutions and demanded two hours of today's Regents
·meeting.
Tony Hillerman, assistant to
the president, said, "Davis told
them it would be too much to
cover in just two hours." The
group decided to plan an all day
meeting to give the issues
thorough consideration. .
A meeting was set for
tomorrow to plan the agenda for
the ail-day meeting which has not
yet been set. Davis was going to
.
invite Gov. Jerry Apodaca,
Photo by Dan Herrer.a
chicano
and black (!Om~unity
Russell Goodman
!Continued on page 7J
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Freedom to Teach. and to: LeBrn

I

By Orlando Medina
IE«ttt(,lr8 Note: This article is the
last in a series of three.
.
Before student's. rights in
academic freedom and tenure can
be discussed, there must be a
veview of what constitutes faculty
freedom and tenure.
ManyuniversitiesandcoUeges
have incorporated the 19-40
American Association of University Professors·' definition of
freedfJm in their own
lines. Most UNM and
nation-wide faculty agree that
academic freedom is a civil and
moral right derived from
"freedom of speech,. .and
iYreedom tJf expression." It
allfJWs the instructor the righNo
teach without hindrance where
the 'pursuit of truth ''is involved.
Academic . tenure is jtJb
member

based on evaluation, publication
and research and service. Tenure
has been labeled "a protector of
ac(J.demic freedom" because an
instructor cannot be terminated
for practicing /tis or her
academic free-dom. Academic
freedom and tenure provide.
a system·ofacademic due
process whick protects the
professor's rights and job.
However, . with
aoademic
freedom and tenure there are
responsibilities which the instructor must live up to.
These responsibilities. are
dete,.,.,.ined by . tradition, peer
"judgment and administrative ex·
pectations. •
Academic freedom found one of
its roots in the German university
··system's ''lehrfreiheit''-the
freedom to teach. Coupled with this
was the
of

UJernfreiheit" or the freedom to
Jearn. It is this second principle
which has become the center of
debate nationally and at UNM.
Does the student have academic
freedom and further does the
student have a voice in acaemic
tenure.?
History
Professor Janet
Roebuck, chairwoman of the UNM
Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee, defined academic
·freedom as "the freedom not to be.
academically restricted."
Roebuck said faculty. have a
right to teach and students have a
right to learn. She said that without
the freedom to teach there is no
freedom to learn.
14
However, the faculty's right to
teach. is a senior (precursory)
freedom," Roebuck'·said.
Russell Goodman, philosophy
IContinued on page 61
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Bar Exam Draws Protest at Law
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By Sandi Biekel
I,aw students wearing black
arm bands rallied at the UNM
Law School Monday afterno~n to
show support for the struggle
against the New Mexico State
Bur Exam.
1'he rally occurred after unofficial .-esults of the bar exam
were announced.
"Of the 29 chicanos that comprised the bar examinees, 12 did
not pass, The overall failure .rate
was 21%, while the failure rate
for chicarios was 40% ," Mike
Vigil, president of the Mexican·
American
Law
Students'
Association (MALSA) said.
Vigil started the rally with a
MAL SA

which dcclar;;Jd against the usc of
the bar exam as a measurement
of competency to practice \a 11 •
The second speaker was an attorney on the Bar Litigation
Committee, a group formed nine
months ago to prepare a law suit
which is going to be filed against
the Supreme Court of New
Mexico. 'l'he suit will ask the
Court'to reevaluate the system of
licensing attorneys. "In other
words, gel rid of the bar exam, or
at least valid&te it," Vigil said,
The committee is now seeking
funds, hopefully to be acquired
by mid-summer, to enable it to
file the suit in the .Federal
District Court. "That will be

in the state of New Mexjco, and
year," Vigil said.
Professor Cruz Reynoso was .r there ·arc only five Indian at.
the next speaker at the rally, He torneys."
A member of the Student
talked about what he called the
long history of. exclusion of Chapter of the Lawyers' Guild
minorities from the legal read a statement prepared by the
student chapter opposing the bar
profession in New Mexico.
Representatives of the Black exam. "He announced that the
Law Students Association also National Guild is presently con·
·voiced their opposition of the bar sidering adopting as a summer
exam as far as black students are projecb 11 study of the bar exam,"
concerned. They mentioned Vigil said. "The National Guild
there are only three black at- . will channel funds-probably into
torneys licensed to practice in New Mexico, since this is where a
lot of the action on the bar exam
New Mexieo.
"An Indian law student also • is taking place- to study the
spoke," Vigil said. "He brought exam. Suits have been filed in
out some really interesting many states but they really
statistics about Indians in New haven't been taken ,.,,·,uu>a
Duran, fro~m=~!{~
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U.S. Backs Black Majority Rule
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Kissinger Charts Africa Policy

Studies, tied in 'how t}le bar
exam, the ACT and LSAT are all
tools or means of keeping
minorities out of the educational
system, out of college and the·l&w
practice," Vigil said. Out of.about
18,000 atto.-neys, 7% of them are
chicanos, while the state's
population is over 40-% chicano.
During the rally a petition was
circulated by MALSA calling on
the. N.M. Supreme Court to
acquire proper funding to hire an
independent agency to do a
thorough study on the bar exam.
The petition will be circulated for
a .few more weeks at the law
school to add to the almost 200
signatures already collected.
MALSA then plans to take the
petition into the community.
"We
want
community
signatures to show more community members want chicano
l&wyers to practice," Vigil said.

By United Press International

.Jury Acquits Hearst Lover
SACitAMENTO..,-A jury today accepted Steven. Soliah's
defense that he w.as an unfortunate victim of love for Patricia
Hearst and acquitted him of a fatal Symbionese Liberation Armylinked bank robbery.
The jury deliberated 6 1/z hours over two days before returning
the finding to the hushed courtroom of U.S. District Judge Philip
C. Wilkins, who presided over the seven-week trial.
As the court clerk read the verdict, Soliah's mother, Elsie,
broke down into tears and the defendant was embraced by his
lawyers.
Soliah was the only defendant accused and_ tried for the April
~1, 1975, robbery in which a mother of four children was slain by a
shotgun blast. Witnesses said·at least four bandits participated in
the robbery.
Soliah testified he aided Miss He.arst during her months as an
underground fugitive but insisted he was 90 miles a way in San
. Francisco at the time of the robbery in Carmichael. •

Budget Bickering Begins
WASHINGTON-Republicans and Democrats, beginning
house debate on the 1977 Federal budget, Tuesday claimed their
budget proposals would provide jobs for the unemployed and
economic recovery for the nation.
Each side said the other's proposal would cause economic
disaster.
Rep. Brock Adams, D-Wash., chairman of the House Budget
Committee, said his panel's proposal would sustain the economic
recovery. He said President Ford's proposal would "surely lead
to the strangling of the recovery and a return to the recession after the election."
Rep. Delbert L. Latta, R-Ohio, said Adams' budget proposals
contain "excessive and misdirected" spending, would slow
economic recovery, "reignite the fires of inflation" and lead to
new recession.
·

"Thermal Storage for Solar
Heating and Cooling by Salt
Solutions" will be the topic of the
next Distinguished Lecture on
Critic&! Issues in Energy Production. The lecture, by Professor
Maria Telkes from the University of Delaware, is Thursday at
3:30p.m. in the Kiva.
One of the problems of solar
heating ;s storing solar heat for
nights or for cloudy days. This is
all the more pressing in northern
climates where year-round
storage systems are being considered.
Dlrect-thermal storage in concrete, stones ·or the bricks of
building walls and floors and
water in insulated tanlts heated
to higher temperature levels, arc
being considered as solutions.
Several year-round storage
systems are now being built
based on the use of phase change
materials such as heat-of-fusion
type materials or salt-hydrate
eutectics.
Dr. Telkes
is
an
internationally known authority on
the subject of Solar Energy
storage and has just returned
frorrt a European lecture tour and
consultation visit on this subject.
"Materials problems in Fusion
Reactors," on May 13 by Dr.
Pugh from the Atomic Energy
Establishment at Harwell,
England, is another lecture in
this series.

· MICfiUI.I11111'1111STILLITIOI
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LUSAKA,.
Zambia
(UP!)- Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger Tue~day announced
a major new Africa policy of
"unrelenting U.s: opposition" to
Rh11desia's white minority
regime until it peacefully tra11.·
sfers power to the black
majority.
Kissinger's
speech,
the
strongest statement the United
States has ever made on
Rhodesia, seemed certain to have
a political impact on President
Ford's Republican campaign
against Ronald Reag-an.
The 10-point program of
"Jllassive discouragement" against Rhodesia was a major bid to
counterbalance growing Soviet
influence in southern Africa's
black republics, a senior America
official said. It offers no military
aid to Rhodesia's black
nationalist opponents, but would'
provide economic and political
pressure.
"Underlying it is our fundamental conviction that Africa's
destiny must remain in African
hands," Kissinger said.
As a specific economic sanction, Kissinger said he would
urge Congress to repeal the Byrd
Amendment, which permits the

United States to evade a U.N.
eJ11bargo on chrome froni
Rhodesia.
Kissinger told Rhodesia it will
face "unrelenting U.S. opposition
until a negotiated settlement is
achieved."
"Massive
discouragement,"
Kissinger said, would extend to
advising American travelers to
shun Rhodesia, and urging
Americans in Rhodesia to come
home.

Black liberation movements
have been waging a guerrilla
campaign against the Salisbury
government, which broke its
colonial tics with Britain in 1965.
Tho country's 5.9 million blacks
outnumber their white rulers 23
~1.

"It· is the responsibility of
those in Rhodesia who believe in
peace to take steps necessary to
avert a great tragedy," Kissinger
said.
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Election Wrap-Up: Third Party Choice
By John Rucker
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The LOBO endorses Celia Knight for the ASUNM vice
president run-off election.
·
·
We feel Knight is the better-qualified of the two candidates. She
has been in the ASUN M Senate since last fall and has dealt directly
with the senate and has a firm background of knowledge of how .
tllat body works. She would be better able to carry out the duties
of vice president.
We recommend approval of the Poetry Series budget in the
run-off. Poetry Series is doing much to enhance the reputation
UNM in the state and in the Southwest.
Poetry Series brought many good poets to UNM last year. None
of the ASUNM budget allocations to the Poetry Series goes to
salaries, which is a commendable aspect ofthe Series.
The constitutional amendment on the Student Standards and
Grievance Committee has already been approved by the faculty
and goes before the Regents today for their approval.
We urge ASUNM members to vote in favor of this committee.
The Grievance Committee will allow students to bring their
problems to a responsive board. The Committee also allows the
possibility of a grade change for a student who was graded improperly.

~G,-~

•

~-

of

We urge students to vote against the proposed amendment
dealing with the senatorial election procedures.
This amendment has two parts. One provides for the limiting of
campaign expenditures by the senatorial candidates running on a
slate. It would require the Student Court to make a sliding scale for
those candidates running on a ticket.
We feel this is an excellent idea and wish tha~ students could
vote on this half of the amendment alone.
However, this same amendment would make h possible for
students to vote for no more than three senators. There will still be
at least 10 senators elected in each election, but we will be able to
vote for only three of those senators.
They will all represent us but, in effect, we will only have a say in 1
the election of three of them.
Remember to vote today. An official, tear-out ballot is in this
issue of the LOBO.

by Garry Trudeau
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By Les Marshall
Three weeks ago today the main
campus was saturated with campaign flyers, posters and other
political paraphernalia. We were
bombarded by a CHOICE slate's
claim to be for direct action, while
another promised to give us a
VOICE in student government. The
executive hopefuls were not to be
outdone either. There were
promises of bold leadership, a
grievance committee with teeth
and a totally new apprenticeship
program for undergraduates.
In the final stage of this annual
ritual, a very small percentage of
the eligible students (this year less
than 3000 out of over 15,000) took
the time to cast a ballot. The LOBO
informed us on the following day
that we had a new president in the
person of Damon Tobias. For vice
president, a second-term senator,
Celia Knight, had edged out
Dorothy Davidson by a final tally of
582 to 574.
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process (or lack of process) is not carried on into the (I)
nm-off elections for vice president. We think that the =::
students are not being given a true choice, in that ~
both candidates are Greeks and neither has had the (I)
X
experience necessary for the office. We think an alter- ,..,
0
native candidate is needed.
George Hanover is that man. Hanover served ably t:;j
as King of England for 40 years (neither Knight nor .._.
Davidson can boast such a distinguished record! and '<
was a highly respected political commentator for the 0t"
0"
LOBO last year.
0
Yet Hanover's name will not appear on the ballot.
Hounded from the LOBO by narrow-minded reac- ~
tionaries posing as radicals, barred from the ballot on · .._.
the narrow pretense that he was not a student, kept 1'-:1
from his rightful place in the hierarchy of ASUNM, 00
Hanover has been the innocent victim of conniving ,_,
<1:>
poiHICI<HIS wno tear him.
-'l
We think the students are tired of sloganeering by
the same tiny band of politicians who seem determined to make a career out of ASUNM. We urge the
LOBO to print George Hanover's campaign statement
alongside that of his opponents.
In this Bicentennial year, it is only fitting that he be
elected to office. Better a Briton that a
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per se is unlawful and where· a
significant number received
assistance without showing legal
necessity, TOTAL vote cast in such
precinct must be rejected, deducted and removed from vote of the
election ... " Following this
precedent, it would appear that the
court should have thrown out all.
the votes cast at La Posada.

mentioned earlier, of their right to
cast ballots, was in the opinion of
the court sufficient grounds to
warrant a runoff election between
Ms. Knight and Ms. Davidson.
The ASUNM Constitution
provides that no eligible student
shall be denied the right to vote.
Since at least four had indeed been
denied this right, there existed
grounds to void the ENTIRE election. The court had not however
been asked to give relief in this
direction and as such could not. Instead it opted to grant Citizen
Benavidez' request for a run-off.
During the trial it was brought
out that students at La Posada
were not allowed to sign their
names. The election official in
charge wrote the names down himself. A clear procedural violation. In
Brooks vs. Crum 216 S.E. 2nd, 220.
the courts have held " ... Where
assistance is rendered by the elec·
tion official, except in cases of
voter illiteracy or physical disability
and where such active assistance

Let's see what would have hap'pened if this were' done. Knight
received 71 votes to 81 cast for
Davidson at La Posada. This in effect means that Knight would have
won by 17 instead of only 7.

The point of all this is that Celia
Knight, whom I did not support nor
campaign for (Mario Chavez was
my choice·), on her own, without
the endorsements or support of •
anyone save the IFC, was elected
by a MAJORITY of the students
who voted in that election. Now
she is being denied the fruits of victory on a tech'nicality.
For this reason and because I
believe this runoff is only a cheap
attempt to thwart the will of the
students, I urge you to support
Celia Knight for ASUNM vice
president ... Stare Decis,is, let the
decision stand. Not my decision,
but that of the students who voted.
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MOUNTAINS. AJD RIVERS IS GROWING AND CHANGING
and we want you to know about some of the new things we're doing.

o

We now stock lightweight fishing gear - perfect for backpacking, We have pack
rods from Fenwick and Wright-McGill and lightweight reels from Gar,cia and
Martin. We also have a handpicked selection of flys and lures especially chosen
for lake and stream fishing in New mexico.
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Later this spring, Tom will teach clinic on "Backpack Fishing" and Buck will teach
anyone who wants to Jearn how to tie a fly! See details below.
This summer, we will have a complete stock of technical climbing equipment-hardware from SMC and rope from Edelrid. We'll be stocking some excellent books on
the subject, too.

KAYAK CLINICS -- If

Office of
Research and
Consumer Affairs
and the
Popular Ent~rtainmen
Committee

Candidate Throws Support

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly
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Those of us who breathed a sigh
of relief and expected to go back to
business as usual were in for a rude
surprise. Citizen Mike Benavidez,
an unsuccessful seeker of the
ASUNM presidency, filed a complaint with the Student Court. (This
was not to be the end, not even the
beginning of the end, only perhaps
the end of the beginning.} In his bill
of particulars, Benavidez claimed
four or five students at La Posada
were denied the right to vote (there
were three or four other points in
his bill, but this is the main one and
the one on which the court was forced to offer rPiief).
l he court recounted the ballots
and found that the actual votes
were Knight 582 to Davidson 575.
The court also found that there
were two other (questionable)
discrepancies among the ballots
cast at President Davis' lawn.
These two, coupled with the denial
to four or five (it was never
established which) students, as

SAY 'PR[TTY

This year's ASUNM elections have taken on the
aspect of a tragicomic farce._
On the presidential level, voters were barraged with
dire warnings about the "threat" posed by a lesbian
candidate, and the ASUNM political establishment
was jn such a quandry over how to respond to the
challenge of a gay candidate that the two leading
"moderate" candidates seriously considered flipping a
coin to see which one of them would carry the banner
of Truth, Freedom and the American Way.
The vice presidential race ended in a dead heat between two Greek candidates, Certification of the win.ner turned into a nightmare. The attorney general was
at one time going to run'for president with one of the
two finalists, leading to inevitable charges of corruption and political hanky-panky.
The impoundment of the ballots, the excruciatingly
· slow pace of "our" Student Court, and seemingly endless recounts orlly added to the chaos. The ultimate
ignominy resulted when E.lections Committee members met to count the budget returns only to find .that
the person who had the only key to the ballot boxes
decided to go to a movie instead.
We are especially interested in
that this

.,
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Run-Off: An Opinion and an· Endorsement

Managing Editor
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Editor:
On April 7 I was an unsuccessful candidate for ASUNM vice-president.
. At this time I come to you to express my opinion on the subject of the up·
coming run-off for that office between Celia Knight and Dorothy Davidson. What follows is based on capabilities as well as qualifications.
Herewith, I openly and with firm conviction do ENDORSE Celia Knight
for the office of vice-president. This is based upon the fact that Celia simply has more experience In and with ASUNM government. I feel that this is
a pre-requisite to functioning in the office to which Celia Knight aspires.
The office of vice-president is a critical one in government.. Its purpose is
two-fold: 1J it is the responsibility of the V.P. to preside over senate as well
as 2) to be a major part of the executive branch. This situation places the
V.P. as a sort of liaison between the legislature and the President's office.
Celia Knight has worked in Senate as an elected official for quite some
time now. She has been active on Finance Committee as well as serving as
a senate representative to ASUNM committees. She has also already
worked with the newly-elected president when he himself was V.P ..
Therefor~. I strongly urge all those persons who know and supported
me in the April 7 election to cnrr1e out and vote for Celia K11ight for
ASUNM Vice· President today.
Les Paul Sternberg
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BIG
BICENTENNIAL.

Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced ..
Sender's name, address and
phone number must be included
with the letter or it will not be
considered for publication.
Names will be withheld only by
agreement with the editor, in
person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, phone
number a11d adilress of a group
membe!'.

you've ever thought you might like to learn to kayak,
this is a terrific way to learn. The clinic consists of four sessions - the first on "dry
land" where we'll discuss equipment and see a movie or two. The next three meetings are "pool sessions" - you'll Jearn basic paddling technique and the "Eskimo
Roll". Then, if you like, you can join us on a day trip to the river. These trips are
always fun! Sign up early for the clinics as classes are limited to six. If you do
not have your own equipment, you can rent a kayak, spray skirt, and paddle from
Mountains and Rivers. for $15.00 for aJI three pool sessions and $10.00 for the river
trip. If you decide to buy a kayak, your rental fees may be deducted from the purchase price.
.
We'll be offering other clinics this spring and summer - most of them free. Please
drop by the store and sign up for the ones you're interested in, as we will have to
limit thetn in size.
April 25 - Birding
May 2 - Beginner Canoeing Clinic
I
May 6 - Backpack Fishing
. May 20 - Orienteering
June 13 - Edible Plants(Baclcpacking Cooking-$2.00 Feel
June _24 - Fly-tying

MOUNTAINS
It'll be so ·heavy you'll have
to keep boogiing till

FIESTA.

Sports Editor
'
Tim Gallagher

9:00
6:00

Business Manager
Harry Chapman ·
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Hours: Monday through Fl'iday 10-6, Saturday 10-5
Just East of Yale on Central
.2210 Central S.E. 268-4876
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1... Conflict of Academic Freedom
(Cnntinul•d from page' l l
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professor and who is leaving his
post ag UNM AAUP president in
two weeks, said student academic
freedom is the "freedom to say or
study what they want."
Goodman said the campus
Although the former governor discuss<lil several other issues in- unrest of the 1960's was an example
c:luding the current Panama Canal Zone debate, he was forced to talk of students exercising their
about the Pickrick affair after persistent audience questioning and freedom regardless of political
heckling.
.
.
impliciltions.
In a paper concerning acaemic
"Let me say thai my pl'ido for my restaurant was a pride of private freedom, written a few years ago,
property," he said. "I lost that one and I wish I had fought harder."
English Professor and chairman of
the Faculty Policy Committee
Maddox praised opponents of busing in Boston, saying they had
James Thorson said academic
created a second- Boston 'l'ea Party and that Southerners should
freedom involves students' rights.
follow their example, ·
"Among the rights which should
The segregationist leader evaded several questions pertaining to
be
guaranteed are the freedom of
apartheid, and in one heated moment said he wished he had a pick
access
to higher education by
handle so "I could rap it over your (a questioner's) head."
qualified students, freedom of
expression, and freedom from
improper academic evaluation,"
Thorson wrote.
Thorson wrote that the
mechanics for protecting the
freedoms and adjusting the differences between a professor's
academic freedom and a student's
was complicated but both rights
"must be valued and protected."
In conversation, Thorson pointed
to an area where the student is in a
mixed situation-the graduate
teaching assistant.
"The teaching assistant funcINDEPENDENT-INDEPENDENT-INDEPENDENTtions as a teacher and a student. As
Eo!. long as the T.A. is functioning as a
teacher in a class then he or she
~
~
has those rights and responQ
Q
sibilities.
When the T.A. is a
z~ '
student in a class a different set of
~
~ rules apply," Thorson said.
w
The recently revised and ap~
Q
proved UNM Faculty Handbook
accords 'academic freedom to
~
graduate, teaching, research and
special assistants. This academic
~
~
freedom is granted to them when
Q
Maddox s~id he favors George Wallace for president, with Ronald
Re~gan as .IllS seco~d choice. He qualified his support, however, by
saymg he 1s essenimlly opposed to the Democratic and Republican
parties
. - as they now stand.
~
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Send ASUNM
A Message
YOUR Message
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Dorothy Davidson
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for Vice President
This .time there is an alternative to the
political b~iclwring of the budget, the circus;
the joke. I am the independent candidate
seeking more responsive representation
for the independent student.
Paid for by: Valerie Gonzales, Treasurer
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INDEPENDENT-INDEPENDENT-INDEPENDENT·~

they act in the capacity of
teachers. There is also a route of
appeal should they be dismissed
and provisions for dismissal.
However, when acting as
students, the handbook simply
states that the assistants "have all
the rights and responsibilities of
students when acitng in that
capacity as defined by University
regulations." In the handbook,
there is no definition of student
academic freedom.
In the area of student academic
freedom, both Goodman and
Thorson referred to a 1967
statement of AAUP of rights and
freedoms of students.
The statement outlines what the
AAUP On conjunction with , a·
national student group and several
campus administrators) consider
to be basic academic freedom' for
.students and the various locales
and situations where it may be
·
applied.
Some of the areas included are:
freedom to higher education;
protection of students in
classrooms (freedom of expressiOn, improper academic
evaluation, improper disclosure);
student records and student affairs; disciplinary action; participation in institutional government; and many other topics.
In the preamble, the statement
centers student academic freedom
on: "As members of the academic
, community, students should be
encouraged to develop the capacity
for critical judgment and to engage
in a sustained and independent
search for truth."
,
"The freedom to learn depends
upon appropriate opportunities
and conditions in the classroom, on
the campus and in the larger
community," the statement fur-
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brought down here for testing."
Despite the problems, Mansfield and his staff are pleased
with their new setup in Onate
Hall. The new KUNM will have a
specialty library, a larger studio
for live bands and interviews and
more office space.
Everything but the main con·
trol was moved out of the cramped SUB basement to Onate Hall
Tuesday.

CALL
AUSTRALIA
[505] 842-8556

This Albuquerque number will reach the only man in
town who can tell you wherE: to find Foster's Imported
Australian Lager BePr:
James Franchini -- Southwest Distributing Company
If you've got a ta~te for Australia, g1ve him a calL
Ancl become a Fo~ler's ch1ld.
·

Actual Size.

the Consejo Project and the Kiva
Club. He urged people to write in
votes to support a new hearing
for the budget cut in the run-off
election today ..
Haney said, "The University is
a host on our land. The
agreement was to trade land for
free education in turn.

'

ST. VINCENT DEPAUL

'THRIFT
CENTERS

FOR PICKUP OF DONATIONS PHONE 247-1859
•
2316 CENTRAL SE I 3804 4th NW
714 4th sw I

I

Helping the poor and
needy is our only
business. And it's
yo~r business too.

Convenience - Academic
Areas - Dining Plans - Near
Activities • Being With
Others · Hall Government •
The Cellar • Involvement
Someone To Talk to .

For over 25 years, St. Vincent's de
Paul Thrift Centers have provided an
important alternative to high priced
clothing and living necessities. At the same
time, Albuquerque;s poor and needy are~
helped to a better way of life. Help us help
the poor.

Best
l
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AL DONATIONS ARE TAX-DEDUCTIBLE

RESIDENTS
QUALIFY
FOR
'PARKING PERMITS AT $13 ..50
HALF THE FULL PRICE! .
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Pi Lambda Theln_, Alpha Mu Chnplct,lo hold il.'i'
Spring Initi:ttion WC'd., April 281 7~30 f,,m,,
Hoott•n-St.ahl Jlospitalil\• Room, GOGO San Mat('O
N.E.

The worst thing about
cooking for yourself after
going to class is having to
eat it. The worst thing
about having a friend cook
for you is cleaning up
afterwards.

You have noticed the
frisbee and playing field,
basketball courts, Hokana's
new grass, paved pa'tking
lots"· We would like to mention the library and clas.<Ps
and student services just
down the street.
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leaders and chicano faculty membe1·s "t.o have a wide spectrum
represented."
President Davis sat in on the
rally yesterday. Among the
speakers were Tobias Duran,
Chicano Studies history teacher.
He said that education in New
Mexico stemmed from preterritorial days when only the
sons of the patrones could attend
school.
The Kiva Club was also
represented at the rally. Mike
·Haney, a councilman of the Kiva
Clu~, opposed the budget cuts of

Two films, .. Woundrd Kne(.• Trial•' nnd .,Pit
IU\•er Indians," ·rhursday, l 0!30 a.tn. to 3 p.m.; rm

Living

Be the first to enjoy the new furnishings
planned for Hokona and
Coronado.

the air. This is because there is a
10-day waiting period required
by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) before they
can broadcast state-wide.
"We definitely will go off the
air," Mansfield said, "if the Crest
is not ready. We were supposed
to be out of the SUB by Aprill."
Mansfield said the microwave
system on top of the mountain
"will have to be yanked out and

I.as~ mt.'t>ling of th<' f"olk5ong Club. 'l'.ltursda)',
7:30,10p.rn., rm 250A,USt'll.
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Org;tnit.onion of tht• _m~ahlt•d on ("amJttls !~nd tht.•
Rtudcmt ~ur~w.s A.<~sodatioiJ will b(•gin at 10 n.m.
todal' with a rnl'l•tin,g in SCH Rnt. 250A. 'fhn(' will
bl' .1 wht•l'll.'hnir <'Xpl•rit•net.•. a ~mrk lullt'h &
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t!NM's Regents al'e scheduled to vote 'on the student-grievance
:Pohc~, a proposed amendment to the ASUNM Constitution, at their
. i meeting today, 1:30 p.m., in the Roberts Room, Scholes Hall.
The ~mendment, which proposes a student-faculty committee to
hear gnevances and make reaommendations to UNM's president was
'
approved by the faculty.
Also on the agenda are:
-A report from Engineering Dean William Gross on the Solar
Energy Research Institute proposal;
-Acknowledgement of a Clinton Anderson bequest of books to
UNM;
_.
-A re·evaluaiion of UNM's labor-management relations policy;
-Approval of a Taos bank account for the Harwood Foundatiow
-Lease cancellations for Delta Delta Delta·
'
-Approval of imp~ovements at Winrock E~terprises;
-Approval of partial use of Coronado Monument for a state park;
-Approval (or Dr. Jose Salla to obtain staff privileges at Los
Alamos Medical Center;

... 'Right -to Education'
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Endorsed for ASUNM Vice-President

·Hall
You need something to
stre.tch your budget. The
Re~idence Halls have maintained their dollar value and
continue to be a wise choice.
Room and board materials
are available now for the
next year and the Summer
Session.

By Harold Smith
KUNM-FM, UNM's studentrun radio station, will have to go
off the air in two weeks if
technical problems "in its Sandia
Crest microwave system are not
solved within that time.
KUNM currently operates
from the SUB basement, but Paul
Mansfield, station manager, said
Tuesday the construction firm
renovating the Union gave him
two weeks to move to its new
location in Onate Hall.
Mansfield said KUNM will be
unable to transmit from the SUB
tower, and the microwave dish
for the roof of Onate Hall will not
be put in place until next week.
He said the dish is "a low·
priority item." The rewiring of
equipment in KUNM's third-floor
Onate headquarters and the
repairing of the Crest system
will take precedence.
Mansfield said the control
booth,' where the disc-jockey
works, will be the only room occupied in the SUB by KUNM. At
the end ,,of the two weeks the
main control booth also will be
moved. Until then, Mansfield
said, "There'll be a Jot more
music and less talk on KUNM
because. every time you turn on
the mike there will be jackhammers."
Mansfield said he and his
engineer, Mi~ Wolfe, must have
the Crest problem rectified by
Friday if they intend to stay on

'.'*iill

Celia Knight
28th

ther reads.
A few of these topics are in the
faculty handbook under procedure
but deal mainly with student af:
fairs and disciplinary action.
Thorson said he attempted to
have the AAUP statement adopted
by the faculty last year, but "it was
the end of the year and the
statement was tabled with no
further action taken."·
This last semester, the faculty
and students became involved in
the area of grade grievances
specifically in the establishment of
a joint committee to handle these
grievances.
Officials of the ASUNM student
government, .several faculty and
administrators advocated that the
committee be given the power to
alter a grade. Many faculty were
against this idea, and in a compromise the committee was
allowed to hear grade grievances
but any grade change was left in
the hands of the UNN president.
There was also a recent move to
allow students to sit in on a tenure
review board (endorsed by Chester
Travelstead, vice president for'
academic affairs), but this board
will deal With general tenure policy
across tlie campus and not hear
individual tenure cases. The action
has met no opposition as students
will not be allowed to vote.
In essence, student activism
sparked student involvement and '
questioning. 'l'he universities were
not exempt from this move for
evalutation and participation. As
members of the university community, students asked for a share
of the campuses' rights and
responsibilities. Among these
rights ar.~ academic freedom and a
voice in academic tenure.
Several faculty and the AAUP
agree th'at the right to teach is
coupled ~jth t)le r,ight to learn. The
real pro~erpJt(es in that the right
to teac~· ' liaS Men defined and
m.· e right to learn
protecte ;

.KUNM-FM May Go Off the Air Regents to Consider
Grievance Committee

(2316 Central Ave~, S.E. ·Across from Ya'e Park)
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Ricamae Birnbaum, a UNM
student who has lived in Nebaj,
Guatemala, will demonstrate
backs trap loom weaving Sunday,
May 2 in the main gallery at the
Maxwell Museum.
The demonstration is the first
in a series of free. public
programs presented in co'n·
junction with the museum's
current exhibition entitled
"Weavers of the Jade Needle:
Textiles of Highland
Guatemala."
The exhibition-which will
continue through October,
1976-includes weavings from
about 50 Guatemalan highland
villages. Design motifs include
animals and flowers as well as
age·old symbolic configurations
woven in a myriad of colors.

Buck Owens, Last
of the Buckaroos

Ballet
Folklorico

A Tamaullpas Dance

For Your
Bicentennial Engagement
and Forever

Tonight at 7:30 in the Student
Union the· Ballet Folklorico de
Albuquerque, along with El
Mariachi Nuevo Tapatio, Debbie
"La Chicanita" Martinez, Abel
Flores "De Colores," and Los
Ciudadanos Mayores de San
Francisco, will bring the dances
of Tamaulipas, Vera Cruz,
J alisco, and Nuevo Mexico.
The dances from Tamaulipas
(in .northeast Mexico, on the
Gulf) are very graceful. There is
little movement of the arms but
the footwork is elaborate and in·
tricate.
From the state of Vera Cruz
comes a repertoire which includes the ever popular "La Bambu." The influence here is very
definitely Spanish; featuring
vigorous zapateados (footwork)
and the skirt movements flow
gently like waves.
The dances of J alisco are the
most well known outside Mexico.
The Ballet Folklorico will perform several new dances influenced by the dean of fine arts
-at the University of Guadalajara,
with whom they have studied.
Los Ciudadanos Mayores de
San
Francisco
(from
Albuquerque) will be performing
traditional dances of the Southwest, to the accompaniment of
their own mul';icians.

Leisure suits, wide-brimmed Brumley, now steel guitarist for
cowboy hats and even some Rick Nelson's Stone Canyon
autograph books could be seen at Band, and Doyle Holly...:...now a
Buck Owens' Friday night con- singer and.bandleader in his own
right and one-time bass player
cert at the Civic-probably
because the dope haze which for Ow~ns, left. the group.
blankets so many concerts
But the greatest loss to the
nowadays was absent.
Buck o·wens sound did not come
The healthy-sized crowd . until the summer of 1974 when
remained in their seats Don Rich died. Don Rich was the
throughout the show, clapping at original Buc.karoo. He was with
appropriate times and mouthing Buck from the beginnil)g of his
the words to the songs that the cart;er in 1958.
lYon played the fiddle
man on stage had made famous.
exquisitely. When he first joined
Buck d1d a two-hour show-one Buck he played only fiddle. Buck,
hour of interminable "Hee Haw" who began his recording and
comedy material and another nightclub career as a guitarist,
hour of song. He and his band the played on all their early recorBuckaroos did "Together Again" dings.
and "Tiger by the Tail" from his
But Buck said that Don really
country-western period and
loved
the guitar and "as the
several rural numbers. All the
student
always surpasses his
songs he chose seemed to please
teacher,
Don
learned all that I
the audience.
went on"-went
knew
and
then
The first female Buckaroo, fidon
to
become
the greatest
dler Jana Jae, played a few inguitarist
in
countl'y
.rhusic of the
strumentals. She and drummer
1960's.
Jerry Wiggins are the only
Don was the band leader, harmusicians out of the six-piece
band who play well. The days mony singer, fiddle and guitar
when the Buckaroo band was a picker in the Buckaroos, and his
death in a motorcycle accident in
main strength for Buck are over.
The demise of the Buckaroos California two years ago left an
as the number one country band emotional and musical gap in
in the world began in 1968-69 Owens' life. Buck said the spirit
when bani:! regulars Tom of the Buckaroos went with Don.
Buck looked for some way to
replace Don. He found that this
was .not possible. He ended up
hiring three musicians to try to
do what Don did so well. No one
will ever be able to replace Don
Rich.
The band backing Buck at the
Civic was just a shell. The worst
\lft~ORTED F!i~
of the bunch was the banjo
M.EXIOO
$1LVER
player. The problem is riot with
the banjo player himself but that
the Buckaroos were once the
greatest western band and a banjo simply has no place in a
western band. Buck has had a
banjo player for a long time-since. 72 when he tried to broaden
his appeal, but banjo will never
fit behind Owens' voice.
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I·· BOREDWALK
Film: Fritz the Cat, one of the
outstanding cartoons of the 70's,
is showing Wednesday night at
the SUB at 7 & 9.
Film:
Sweet
Sweetback's
Baadasss Song, directed by
Melvin Van Peebles, an in·
·dependent producer, is a black
man's look at the inner city.
Thursday at 7 & 9 in the SUB.
Film: Last Tango in Paris, directed by Bertolucci, is undoubtedly
one of the most significant' films
of the last decade. Filled with ornate camera work of ternpestuous lovemaking by Marlon
Brando and Maria Schneider.
Friday and Saturday at 7, 9 & 11
in the SUB.
Concert: Hoyt Axton, for many
years an influential song writer
and performer, and guitar vir·
tuoso Leo Kottke, in Popejoy
Saturday night at 8.
Fiesta: If you don't know what
this is, just hang out for a while
on the mall either Thursday or
Friday and find out. The major
~pring bash here at UNM.
Music: Flute recital by Patti
Pierson, in Keller Hall, 8:15p.m.,
Thursday.
Music: Voice recital by Karen
Lamm-Martinez in Keller Hall
.
Friday night at 8:15.
Music: Robert Shlaer is giving a
special (That's what the Keller
Hall calenda says.) recital Saturday afternoon at 4.
Music: Albuquerque Chamber
Mush; in Keller Hall, Saturday
night at 8.
Music: . Organ recital by
Stephanie Stinnet, 4 p.m. Sunday
in Keller Hall.
Music: Clarinet recital by Rober·
ta Carabajal at 8:15p.m. Sunday
'in Keller Hall.
Music: The New Mexico Sym·
phony Ensemble will be giving
free concerts on the 28th at noon
in the Albuquerque Civic Plaza,

and at 1:15 at Encino House.
Theatre: The Sea Gull, 11n all
student production, will be at the
The alchemists of old believed
experimental theatre Thursday that ·there were ' four basic
and Saturday night at 8 p.m.
. elements: fire, air, earth, and sea.
Dance: The Ballet Folklorico will They also believed that it was
be performing tonight. See the possible to turn a base object into
article in today's LOBO.
something precious. Two New
Theatre: Danton's Death, a play Mexico .ceramic sculptors have
about the French revolution is taken clay from the earth and
coming up this weekend. Read all water kom the sea and processed
about it in tomorrow's LOBO.
the mixture through the fire and
Theatre: The Santa Fe Com- air of a ceramic firing to produce
munity Theatre.is pre!ienting El sculpture of lasting beauty ..
Grande de Coca-Co/a, a musical
revue, in the Albuquerque Little
Carolyn Sale has taken clay and
Theatre, 224 San Pasquale SW;
Friday and .Sunday at 8 p.m.; 6 & used a coil buildi!,lg method to
produce sculptures. She has then
9 p.m. on Saturday.
Mime & Puppets: The Down· primitively fired them in leaves,
town Neighborhood Players and sawdust, and pine needles to give
Mime Experiment will present a them their color and texture. This
Saturday afternoon kids' show, has produced a series of sensual
with mime, puppets, music and organic sculptures.
surprises.
· Dance: Clarita's Flamenco Ballet
Neal Townsend has passed the
. will give a free performance from
3-4 in Old Town Plaza Saturday clay through his artist's hands to
afternoon. They will also perform produce whimsical people that
from 3-4 in Aztec Park (Moon and poke gentle fun at the human race
Cherokee NE) Sunday afternoon. · and its society. His sculptural
Puppets: The Double-Door Pup- forms include many lidded conpet Theatre puts on a free show tainers and other functional pieces.
Sunday afternoon in Roosevelt He is presently teaching in the Art
Park from 3 to 4.
Education department at UNM.
Theatre: The Theatre Dept. at
the U of A presents an evening of
An exhibition of their ceramic
Strindberg, Saturday, Sunday
sculpture
will open at The Studio
and Monday night at 8 p.m.
Sunday, May 2, from 2
Gallery
this
Weaving: There will be a special
to
6
p.m.
and
will remain open for
demonstration of backstrap
viewing
until
May
28. The Studio
weaving in conjunction with the
weaver of the Jade Needle Sun- Gallery, on the northwest corner of
day in the Maxwell Museum of Constitution and Carlisle, is open
from 10 to 6, except Sundays.
Anthropology.
r--=;;;;;;;i;lliilil~--"'!'!!!!11!'--~~~==~=-==--=====;;,

The ASA Gallery in the SUB will exhibit from April 26 to May 7
work by five graduate students from the Visual Studies Workshop of
Rochestm:,N.Y.
Martha Gever's works are all photographic images on fabric usually
transferred by a Xeroxing process. Debbie Flynn uses various non·
silver photographic processes such as cyanotypes and van dyke prints
which are combined with drawing. Rather than making abstract color
photographs in the imitation of paintings, the color photographs by
Ma.rk Klett reflect a concern to integrate the dynamic problems of
color relationships along with the other cont.rols used by a
photographer.
The director says that even in the black and whitc photographs in
this exhibition a dramatic contract of approaches is evident between
David. Goldl)s' delicate studies involving motion and space and .Ton
Sharlin's more starkly graphic images,
The gallery is open weekdays from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Admission is

-~---

Apri•} 28th

Coronado Ceater
(505) 293-6530
Bl'ochal'e Available

PAID FOR BY CONCERNED STUDENTS

Daily~obo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the. New Mel!ico
Daily Lobo ____. time(s) beginning ·---- . __ . ______ , under the heading
lcitcle ·one): 1. Personals; i Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; ~.
For S'ate;.6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Wa~t

Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15tt per word, $1.00 ~inimum charge
Terms Cash in advance ,

Everything about planning your engagement and wedding in a beautiful 20 page
booklet. Also valuable information nl:iout diamond qualitY and styling. Gift offers
for complete 44 page Bride's Keepsake Book and giant full color poster. All for 25~.

JVIa~ron

Nam•----------------------~-------------------

~

Zip - - - - - - -

l!~~..£~~e!!'~s~~~~!:!~!!~' fre~00·!!3~~·~~~~0·B~6!_00...1

Enclosed $ -----·- Placed by--.. ---~ - ..... Telep!li>ne
.•

Hall, Room 132

Mail To ·
UNM Box 20. University of New Mexico
Albuquerque; New Mexico 87131

Address ---------------------------------------City ______.::________________________
-
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Eartli Shoe

How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding

Keepsake Dfaniond Rings, Box 90, Syracuse, New York 13201

1:"'

o

·<·--~~

~---------------------------,

State

~
~

~StJQE. Available at:

.

·.Keepsak~

~

i:f

&leartH :~::ar~Kshoe.

Endorsed For·.

VOTE.

~

rhisii
the Eartli shoe.
Anne Kals• invented it.
Everyone is trying to
imitate it. But just because
a shoe·looks like the Eartlf
brand sboe doesn't
mean
• ·
k rk

rTRAVELSOUTHAni;RiC;l ASUNM Vice-President

1 AlrlatesstattlngatS318.00 1
I
Academic Exptess
I
I 300 South Beverly Dr.. No.207 I
'-,!~e~_!;!~.£.~~~ll-J

~

:!l

I:u~e~e~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~

celi·a Kni·ght

Although he doesn't let it
show, the loss of the old sound
must sadden Buck Owens, who
always appreciated the value of
good musicians. They were more
important to him than to almost
any other country singer
•

A perfect Keepsake diamond says it all, reflecting
your love in its brilliance and beauty. And you can
choose with confidence because the Keepsake guarantee assures perfect clarity, fine white color and
precise modern cut. There is no finer diamond ring.

A Photo Show

Cero.mic
Sculpture
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PDQ's Life:
A Bach Book

0

•••

Image·

Lobo

tl.

Chuck mcGuire

RD~m

ITndian School & Girard);

-

~-~~--~=:--·

---~,--~'
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•

The book begins with a
narrative biography which fortunately ends a few pages later,
leaving us with the three major
sections of this work: the world
of PDQ Bach in pictures,
featuring rare portraits of such
PDQ Bach intimates as Betty Sue
Bach, and Baron Cozy fan Tutti;
"Man or Myth," the research
behind the manuscripts; and last
and most important, a catalogue
of his works, The Stoned Guest,
Serenude, Pe1·vertimento, etc.
A must for all lovers of
,. 1 ,.~,;,.,. 1 m u•ir.

•

"In Trance "
Scorpions
ROA/PPL·l-4128

*

N~

New Oil
;:.-: ~c EstJmotes
Full Puw. Labor
& Parts • Engrne

Grmd Valv!!s
Ai!OiOt~e C.-ut.on
Al1gn Rods

Cond1t10n P!ltmittmq

New Gasket

··-

l

I

MAJOR

Brake Adj.

Il

~""Point. Plug~

Adj.

Carburetor Ad1.

T•mrng Adj.
Vatvc AdJ.

Od Change
Clean Screen

I'

I & Hoyt Axton
~~1 .. ,. ~J~i

'JIJ :Will

Jl-j'J!J JJJJ.P.!JJ;j

j-J~ll

RESERVED SEAT TICI<ETS AT, GOLO STREET
SUB BOX OFFICE
DISCOUNT)
__ _Aibq. "f"icket

ency

THE --G AND BEETLE~
!'lot ;m <tUthori:tcd dcot1<"r.

CLINIC

3610 S"COND N.W.

*

Deutchlanders hat der Habit
von gehitten der Reste das Welt
uber der Kopft, und N azi-Rok ist
keine Exeptionen. Mit Luck, das
''In Trance" Album is der grosse
Born be das Deutchland will evere
gehabben.

-

J•ositiOnN nprn for tnunsc1nr!>l 41 2 shes:
Cedar lliU, 1'exos and l,alc!ltinl!', Texas
Pngram emphasis on: llor11cbac:k riding,
!twlmming, -spot Is and gamt!S 1 uutdoor Jrtkills.
Opcnings al!io for:
enlt Leaders, t•rogram Wrc:octor, nusin'!-!IH
l1anagt"r, Waterfront Direetor, ~urse,
llorsemanship Directors, and Tripping Cn·
Ordinator.
for more informalion and applicadons
C'onlad:

TEST OWN
A
HONDA

The songs. here are typically
bad, but the title song really

If there was -~ point to Grand
Funk once, that time is long
gone. Except for the Don
Br~;ve~, Craig Frost song "Take
Me th1s album has nothing at all
to recommend. If you want some
heavy metal with no redeeming
social value, get "Kiss Alive." It
beats Grand Funk in general, and
stomps all over this record in
particular.

5415 Maple Ave •• Suilc 308

at Ned's

Last
Tango
In Paris

or tall: 214-638·2240

Only
'

$27291

WIN "THE FONZE" AWARD $35.00
For the best dressed Fonze!!

**********************************

Thursday,
pril 29th
·s to 1
at Ned's

7&9&11

'

See what the world
is coming to ...
'k Dealer Prep, Freight
Tax, License

SUB Theatre
7 & 9P.M.

~IOililll

$1.00

'-'!!!S'-d
~t:l

.

1100 RIO GrandE' NW at 1·~0
· Phonr> 765-1133
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Can you dig it?
(be cool).

* Lo.Verne o.nd Shirley Awo.rd -- 135.00 Eo.ch!

* Do.nce Contest -- Neo.t Prizes
* Sounds of the 50's -- on records!
* Lots of free

records o.nd other teo.lly keen stuff!

**********************************
Bring your favorite SO's record and we'll play it!

The Ned's and KMYR Happy Days Party
I

.·.
'

(

-

No Nerds

naU.Bs;. TUal'i 75235

.

Hey man! If you want to
~ be cool like the Fonze~
you better come to the Dynamite
Happy Days Party at Ned's

Saturday

***

New mexican Dishes!
•

Well, needless to say, the new
Grand Funk album is not good.
With Tod Rundgren producing
American Band and Shinin' On
the band approached mediocrity,
but even a good producer ]ike
Jimmy 1'enner can't salvage this
record. Only Craig Frost on
keyboards plays with anything
near interest, while leader Mark
Farner sounds almost asleep on
som.e of the tracks. In performance this is "worse than
almost anything except another
Grand Funk album.

S'

lotlherwi~;e ·sit on it)

What the world
is coming to.

Now Offers Complete

Served with Sopaipillas
4310 Central ·S.Ee

Even though they were
terrible, however, the reasons
that caused the younger heavy
metal set to buy Grand Funk
were understandable. The fact
that Grand Funk is only a pale
imitation of Cream/Hendrix mattered not at all to their audience,
nor was the incredibly dumb
lyric writing of any importance.
Grand Funk played music with a
heavy beat, some standard guitar
licks, and also had songs rather
catchy for the heavy metal genre.
Those things matter·ed to the
record buyers, and a lot more
than mtelligence and originality.
So we can see whv,Grand Funk

~
standhs outh. "~?rn to Die." sounds ~
as t oug 1t s a 8 prlllgsteen
8
parody just from the title, and
the lyric sheet (a lyric sheet 011 ·a
Grand Funk album is worth ~
about five minutes' worth of t"'
laughs itself) bears out the idea. g.
As a parody of a song, or just on o
its own as a song, the thing is :;..
ridiculous. Buy the record, take '0
out the sleeve, and read the ~
second verse. It's great for a N
laugh at parties, and when you 5X'
put the record on the turntable ~
you'll have your guests rolling on Ql
the floor.

·&

r

(Another room of Peplno's on Central)

*

sold records, and we .can see why
those people who believe in a sort
of artistic democracy felt Grand
Funk was good stuff. Sella lot of
records, and presto! quality
music.

Friday

CIVIC

THE CAMPFlltE COUNCIL
OF METROPOLITAN
DAI,LAS

•

Review by Stephen Lewis
For years Grand Funk has
been selling enormous quantities
of records each year. And for
years, all those Grand Funk
records that have sold so many
copie.s yearly have been ab·
solutely lousy.

Thursday
Sweet
Sweetback's
Baadassss
Song

345-3271

GONDOLA LOU~GE

.

Wednesday
7 & 9 & 11

HONDA
CIVIC

SUMMER RESIDENT
CAMP
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

TUNING

Clulch AdJ.
Stecr~ng

$16950

Tune· UP EngtM

Rod Oe.mngs

*

Scorpions ist ein Attempt zu·
rekapture der Glorien von eine
andere Period. Like Hitler's
''neue Berlin," Scorpion's Musik
ist · vulgar, " krasse
und
ubergeblown. Gemoanen und
geshrieken hat nicht eine
Wagner Opera gemachen; witte
Kolumnen von Marble hat nicht
der Parthenon rekreaten.

Review by Ken.Walston
Mein Gott! Das ist der Ende!
Wan Ich der erste Album von
Scorpions horen, "Fly to the
Rainbow," lch hatte keine Idea
das Nazi-Rok zo popular woule
bekommen.
Aber es ist zo. Was wir hier
haben ist der 2de Rekord von der
goosegesteppinge Groupe von
Munchen, Deutch land.
Volume ist der Ordung vo"n (ler
Tag. J a, mit neue teknikologikal
Advancen der Kinder kan
rekreate der Zounden von die
Destruktionen von Allied Bornben auf der Faktorien in der"
Ruhr. Fur der Generation das hat
der Grosse Konflict g.emissed,
heir ist aile der Exitement von
eine Panzer Divizion ubergerunnen eine kleine Berg auf Poland.
'l'hrillen · zu
die
Stukas
geshrieken zur das Luft. Tinglen
mit Apprehenzionen as der
Gestapo fahren bie, die Sirenen
mach en "'l']r-ie, er-ie, er-ie."
Ich denken das der Konflict
das Welt II ist besser auf vorgotten.
Like
der
grandiose
A"rkitekture von Adolph Hitler
und Albert Speer, der Musik von

Have you seen what channe17 has been doing? Do you know what they
program after 10:30 p.m.? You call that "in the public interest"? You call
that response to the community? I call it shit.
Do you listen to the local TV news? Are you informed when you do? .
You call that responsible journalism? I call it shit.
Have you heard what KQEO radio is doing? "This newscast will take 45
seconds for all the news you need to know." You don't need to know
much, do you? What the hell does it matter to you what's happening as
long as your favorite junk music gets played? Right? Is that what you call
responsive programming?'! call it shit.
·
But you don't care. You think nothing can be done. So go ahead and
think that. I am going to attempt to make a small change somehow,
sometime, somewhere. So what if I fail. It's like McMurphy said when he
failec;J to lift the water basin and make good his escape: "At least 1 tried."
I guess this did turn into a hate column. We(l, FUCK you, scuttlefish!

N!!w Chrome Rmgs

•

Records

Million Dollar Man, Bionic Woman, All in the Family, Mary Tyler
Moore, Rhoda, On the Rocks, down the tube and in your orifices.

OVERHAUL

"Born to Die"
gGrand F1tnk
Oapitol/ST 11482

of

24 Hour Service
from $8.50
· Tennf5h({--~
262-1691

~

Re.view

By TERRY ENGLAND

EXPERT RACKET STRINGING

b_y

z
~

'Y"'""Y thought J would go out with a hate column, berating and
.
•
chastising I the scuttlefish who watch the tul:)e. ·
But
1
realized
that
-by
doing
that,
I
would
lower
myself
to
scuttlefish
'"J'h~ Definitive Biography of
level. After all, it is the scuttlefish who complain as they sit in their chairs
PDQ Bach"
and
watch without thinking. Screaming about· what they do bodes no
by Pro/. Peter Schickele
good
for all, especially me.
Random Ho1tse/$8,95
So ,. will play dumb and point out one of the better things parading
* * *
across your tube, knowing full well that scuttlefish cannot tell good from
·
stupidity.
Review by Bill Barrett
It
is
called
Mary
Hartman,
Mary Hartman. Right now the show may
0
At last .• in this "long awaited be suffering from overkill. Louise Lasser, the title lady, has her picture on
.....
hoax" (as the jacket describes
~ ================-==·""··=-""··=-~·-·""·-""···=·===j the book) we have a definitive the cover of Newsweek this week. Rolling Stone had an article about
the show. Ms. Magazine has an article this month. Cleveland Amory, the
biography of notorious 18th cen- hard-to-please ctitic of TV Guide, gave the show a favorable review. With
tury composer and bon vivant all these people analyzing the show, it's a wonder it doesn't die on'the
PDQ Bach. Described variously operating table.
as "a pimple on the face of
I like it myself. Maybe it's because I am taken with Lasse'r's looks, which
music," and ''the worst musician are not the typical TV Camay-washed/Ban-deodorized/ Avon-painted
ever to trod on organ pedals," ladies. But the show itself is funny, and a great respite from the
the life of the least known Bach cops/docs/jocks & fops.
·has been scrupulously ignored
But like the light at the end of the tunnel Hartman is a flash in the pan.
Lessons
until this monumental work by The networks never bought it, which shows the kind of savvy prevalent
Prof. Peter Schickele.
Rvo.ilo.ble
there. But it does not matter to the scuttlefish who are content with
S.
W.A. T., Hawaii Five-0, Donny & Marie Osmond, Barretta, Six
2901 Indian School

~

GtQnd Funk & Scorpions: music?
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Bike Race Set·

Lobo Kickers Win Title;
Beat BYU, Zero Rams

A bicycle race for all classes of bike riders will be held on the UNM
campus this Sunday, May .2.
•
. The race, being sponsored by KMYR•FM and the Police Athletic
League (PAL), will inc!~de· three separate classes of riders. There
will be separate novice men's and women's 20-mile races and a 30·mile
race fo_r me~bers of the United States Cycling Federation (USCF).
. Reg1stratw~ for the r~c~ wiJl be held at 12:30 p.m. Sunday behind
Z1_mmerman L1brary. Th1s ~s also where the starting point of the race
will be. A small entry fee will be charged.
~rizes.will be awarded to the winners in the form of bicycle parts.
rt 1s aga1nst USCF rules to award cash prizes. The USCF race will
probably be an international affair as Dick· Kimball one of the
organizers of the race, is expecting riders from Mexico.' Kimball also
is anticipating cyclists from Colorado.
.
The routes for each race will be a mile-route around the UNM campus and campus police will have the roads blocked off from about
12:30 to 4 p.m.
·
For further information call 766-7669.
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By George Gesner
The newly formed UNM soccer
team won the first official WAC
championship in Fort Collins,
Colo,, over the weeli:end,
''It was really fantastic, a
moral victory," said player coach
Klaus Weber. "We left some
good players at home who
couldn't make the trip. It was thediscipline of the team that won

this tournament for us."

Cougars. George DeiCanto
scored the only goal ·for th.e
UNM opened the tournament Lobos. Weber cited goalies Paul
with a major upset. in beating · Gesner and Edgar. Tucker for
Brigham Young ~-0. BYU had their fine defensive plays.
previously beaten a newly forColorado State trounced
med pro team in Utah 2-1 and had Wyoming in the preliminary
tied the NCAA champions game 6-1 behind the three goals
University of San Francisco 1-1. of Leslie Daly, UNM won the
UNM's diamond defense stifled championship beating CSU 2-0.
the high scoring attack of the UNM's first goal was set up by an
inbounds kick of Nicl< Stergioulas
which Fred Pickens deflected
April 28
FINAl.. THOUGHTS
with a head shot as Weber tapWe all depend on feeling ·valuable, and we
ped it in on the rebound.
have many ways to get that feeling • body culDel Canto scored the s'econd
ture, expensive !llothes, friends, good deeds and
goal with an excellent pass by
Money
Nick Klonis on the assist. Ray
The symbolic pay-off for a student is not money, but a
Baca was credited with stifling
grade. Good grades, like big salaries, help you feel valuable,
Daly of CSU, not allowing him to
but what about bad grades?
take a shot.
Daly was named the offensive
Jesus of Na?.areth .invites you to accept th<J value of yourMVP
of the tournament for his
self directly from God. He offers you the freedom to let
performance against Wyoming.
your grades be just what they arc, not statements of your
The defensive MVP was .Tucker
worth as a person. " .. .if the Son makes you free, you will
of UNM who was a- definite
be free indeed," (John 8:36)
ltoland McGregor, enmpu' Mlnls10r
crowd pleaser with his dazzling
l!nhed M/niHtt'rll•li Cent«!r
defensive efforts at goalie.
1801 J.a.H I.DJnuHt N.f~. • J•-honl't-2•17·0·191
BYU invited UNM to their in·
{\\'t•dnt·sdu.)' ('h11Jtl'l1'oduy • 12:30 ~ 1:(10 Po\1)
vitational
in the fall which will
·----------------~

Cry again Laugh .fl,gain · :
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Paul Gesner, goalie for the UNM soccer team, makes a
diving, mid-air save.
also include U. of San Francisco's they play in the Rocky Mountain
team, UNM hopes to host their Intercollegiate League. UNM
own invita tiona! tournament as was the only team to pay their
well inviting such teams as .own way to Fort Collins. Weber
UTEP, Eastern New Mexico, will again try to seek funds for
Arizona. and Arizona State.
the non-funded soccer program.
BYU is heavily funded by
The WAC champs will start
their at'hletic department and afresh with new team tryouts in
thus they will have a 20 game fall. The team will consist of 18
schedule this fall. CSU has good people, predominantly unfunds along the line of $4000 as dergraduates.

.

·sports

In Duke City
Pro sports invade Albuquerque
this week after quite a long lay-off.
Professional ice hockey, in the
form of the Albuquerque Chapparals, 'returns to Tingley
Colisseum Friday night as the
Chaps battle the Amarillo
Wranglers in the championship
round of the Southwest Ice Hockey
League (SWHL) play-offs.

Coed & Well Fed
Avoid the three ''C''s

Daily Lobo·
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The pro . .
dukes began a ten game
homestand last night at the Sports
Stadium. with a game against the
Phoenix Giants.
This year the Chaps and the
Wranglers stagPrl smne huge
violent iights on the Tingley ice.
The Chaps got by the Billings
Blazers in . seven games while
Amarillo was &weeping the Minot
Raiders in four straight games.
The two teams will open the best
of seven series here on Friday and

Cooking -- Cleaning -- Commuting

Saturday night and then move
Amarillo for the third game of the
series May 7.
The Dukes came limping into the
Sports Stadium last night with a 2-6
record nursing three injured
players. Outfielder Danny Walton
sustained a sliped disc last week
and it is highly improbable that he
will play this week. Rich Manger
split a finger on his throwing hand
and third baseman Terry
McDermott has a hairline wrist
fracture.
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Method, Philosophy, and Application."

·

Discover the Nature of Self and Consciousness through Meditation

PARTS

Rates are v erv competitive with apartments

243-2881
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taught by ·Usharbudh Arya, D Litt.

and make the bed.
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MEDITATION-

about food prices we do the shopping

Group of Pre-Washed Shorts
Reg. $8.99
16.00
muscle T-Shirts
All Colors

down. Example: "Get your ERA Java." Elsewhere it is known as
under nine and then pop off, one- taking thr; pitcher over the wall.
four."
PEAS AT THE KNEES: Low
NICE: This is a sarcastic term. fastballs thrown exceptionally
Some guy who just made three har d.
,
errors might be told, "Nice HIGH HEAT: High fastballs,
glove."
·also thrown exceptionally hard.
HAVE AN IDEA: This is a term
used to tell someone to start FROZEN ROJ>J.JS: Hard line
thinking out on the field. A drives that go for base hits.
player who is having trouble get- BLEEDERS: The exact opposite
of a frozen rope. It describes a
ting his head together might be
ball that is not hit hard, but goes
told, "Have an idea out there."
for a base hit anyway. After this
TOOK ME TO LAVA: This is a
a
pitcher or heckler may yell to
term specifically used at the
the hitter of the bleeder, ~·Get
Albuquerque Sports Stadium.
that sporty news out of here."
There are .lava rocks behind the
·outfield fence. When someone r============.hits a home-run off a pitcher at
the Sports Stadium, the pitch~r
would
n took me to

Mind Relaxation Through

All the food you can eat, no worry

and UNM dorms. Come by and look us over and
make your summer and fall '76 reservations now.

~

(!)

Summer Intensive School June 23- July 18 38 hrs.

Toyota - Datsun
Porsche- VW

and the dishes.
Maid service -- linens --·we do the cleaning

By T,im Galiagher
Some weird phrases come from
a baseball dug-out during the
course of a game. The fans might
even think they're listening to a
foreign language. Baseball has a
jargon all its own and in the interest ofthe fifty or so fans who
regularly show up to Lobo
baseball games, the LOBO brings
you: "A Baseball Dictionary," or
"How to Understand Without
Really Trying."
NAILS: A term used to describe
a pitcher who is really throwing
well and is tough to hit. Example:
"Dave Ruybalid was really nails
out there in the bullpen tonight."
BRING IT: Another term for pitchers. This one means a pitcher
is really throwing hard. Example: '.!!Nolan Ryan can really bring

· Poore Sets Record

SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR

no gas, no commuting, walk to class.

~

it."

buildings, all floors.
This fall you can leave your car

(!)

.PICK IT: A term used to
describe a fielder who can field
well. Example: ''Jon Toledo can
r.eally pick it." Cleo Smith of the
Dukes is known to yeJJ~ilson"
when he catches the ball.
QUESTIONS: Baseball players
are famous.for asking a question
'when they mean to make a
statement. Example: "Can Nolan
Ryan bring it?"
NUMBERS: Players are almost
This rider-less bicycle will probably not be entered in sun- never called by name when they
day's bike races.
are on the field. Example: Lobo
first-baseman Jon Toledo wears
number 19. Something like this
might be shouted to him, "C'mon.
one-nine, let's .get on."
By Harold Smith
THEN POP OFF: This is a great
UNM student and former Lobo trackman Dan Poore set a new cliche used after you cut someone
world's record by -striding 118 miles, 561 yards in 24 hours at the
Albuquerque Academy track over the weekend.
The old world's record was held by John Brooks of England. Brooks
walked and ran'114.7 miles in the one-day time limit.
Poore began his ordeal at 8 a.m. Saturday, and with the pacing and
moral support of Jesse Castaneda completed his 4 73rd quarter-mile
lap just prior to the 8 a.m. deadline on Sunday.
The 23-year-old, Sandia High graduate said he is still sore, but
thanks to Castaneda, Richard Harris and Russ Armijo h~ has the
record.
Poore said his legs became wobbly in the early-morning hours
following a rub·down. He got the chills, bufhe said, "Everybody started singing to keep me going."
In striding the contestant must walk at least 20 miles in the 24-hour
"Experience,
Period. ·
·

GENERAL

The College Inn is coed in both

Baseball Jargon Sounds Foreign; ~
z
Pea$,Na11s, Lava and High Heat

2935 Monte Vista
10% Discount With
.
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This intensive course will explore the philosophy of the Upanishads, the
Bhagavbd-Gita, and other Hindu-Buddhist traditions. Practical applications of Yoga Psychology will be discussed in relation to emotions, de~
pendency, conflict, and pain. Methods of deep relaxation and meditation,
altering emotional tone using respiratory rhythms, and changing body language through posture will be covered in depth.
Instruction will focus upon giving each participant a thorough understandi~g of the philosophy, psychology, and practice of meditation.

Study with a true teacher of Meditation ...
Usharbudh Arya, D.Litt., Sanskrit scholar, phtlosopher,

and direct disciple in the 35 century trad.ition of meditation, is the founder and director cf
the Meditation Center in Minneapolis, Minn. He was trained in the techniques, philosophy, and psychology of meditation from early childhood and
is an expert in Raja-Yoga, including all known systems of meditation.
Teachers and counselors trained by Dr. Arya are applying yoga techniques
in chemical dependency treatment centers and hospitals, and several professional conferences have been sponsored by the Meditation Center; the
University of Minnesota, and the Minnesota Chemical Dependency Assn.
Dr. Arya is a disciple of the Venerable Swomi Ramo of the Himalayas,
whose guidance directs his life and teachings.
For Information, call or write: School of
Meditation, 2664800 P.O. Box 4250, Albququerque,
New'Mexico 87106
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Fig·hters Square Off At Rio

rx5
~
By Mike Gallagher
'i:i . 'rhc UNM Boxing Club will compete in a seri"•
of bouts Saturday 7 p.m. at Rio Grande High
• School, 2300 Arena! Road SW, against teams from
2 around Now Mexico.
j
'rho UNM Boxing Club, which had a fine year un·
;,., der co!lch Joe 1'urrietta, is led by one of the
~ younger fighters in the club, Victor.(Vito) Romero,
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Promoters have asked the 112-pound Romero to
turn pro, but coach Turrietta said, "We'll bring
him along slow. We don't want to ruin him by
pushing him too fast." Homero expects to '!ttend
UNM after completing high school next year.
John Sanchez, 136 pounds from UNM, is
recovering from a broken rib and may not fight
Saturday
night. Ran<"hP~ has brpn fwat.ing
'

P>

Uncle Milty & Hollywood: Psyche-Oriented ~

ovoryone in the state and h.as had trouble getting
matched against fighters in his weight
.classification.
Much the same holds true for Albert Sanchez,
156 pounds from the University of Albuquerque.
Sanchez has fought several heavyweights and has
proven punching ability. Whether h11 can handle a
fast moving middle weight remains to be seen.
Coach Turrieta bas developed some fine young
fighters who will be on the card Saturday night,
although the club was denied the use of UNM
facilities earlier this semester.
Most of the better amateur boxers in New
Mexico will be on Saturday's card because the
National AAU championships will be held next
month in Las V\~gas, Nevada.

By Tim Gallagher
If you ·listen to UNM relief pit·

cher Scott Miltenberger and
designated hitter Joe Pistono, a lot
of baseball is psyche.
Piston·o,
a senior from
Hackensack, N.J., said, ''I think
baseball is about 80 per cent
psyche and 20 per cent talent."
Miltenberger, also a senior, from
Marion, Ind., said, "Most of relief
Daily Lobo

Sports
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John Sanchez, a UNM student. is recovering from a broken
rib and might not see action Saturday night.

Fe.m ·Banquet May 4

. ·-·""""'*~··

Victor Romero, state champion in the 112-pound division, will fight at Rio Grande High
School gym Saturday night.
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BOOTS

25%
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Tickets are still on sale for the
Lobo women's athletic
awards banquet which will be lield
May 4 at the Albuquerque Inn

1975·76

Off

If You Care What You ·Put In Your Bod,y
You Should care What You Put
On Itt

Body

Bueno

"The Body Core People"

2910

S.E.

convention center. ·Tickets are
available for $6 per person at the
Lobo Club and the UNM ticket
office at University Arena.
Women's sports information
director Susan Craig will act as
M.C. and Linda Estes, women's
athletic director, will speak on the
topic of progress in women's
athletics.
Letters will be given to the
women who. letter in each of the
eight women's varsity sports. The
outstanding athletes on each team
will also be named.
Some women who have outstanding years are skiier Cindy
Stone, tennis
Therese
·
and
Romero.

pitching is psyche. You come in
and try to throw strikes, but you've
got to know you're going to get the
batters out."
Apparently the two Lobos have
been using the psyche factor to
their .advantage although Pistono
is in the midst of a slump.
Miltenberger is a 2-1 on the year
with a 4.22 ERA, but more im-·
portantly has four saves since
being relegated to the bullpen due
to a mid-season elbow injury.
Lobo coach Bob Leigh also sees
part of Miltenberger's worth as a
psychological advantage. "You
can see the way the other
ballplayers react when Milty
comes into the game. They say,
'Scott's in here, there's no way
we're going to lose this ballgame,'
" Leigh said.
Pistono was leading the team in
WAC hitting until an 0 for 9 spell
dropped him to .222 over the
weekend. Pistono said, "I don't
know what it is. I feel comfortable
at the plate. I guess I'm just not
selecting the good pitches to hit.''
Still, Joe hits the ball. He's struck
out only five times this year in 125
at bats and had a strike-out-less
string of 95 at-bats snapped at
UTEP two weeks ago.

Scott is called 'Uncle Milly' by
the rest of the ball players and Joe
is known as 'Hollywood.'
Both Uncle Milty and Hollywood
have a lot of time on their hands
during the game. Scott usually
doesn't come into a game until the
eighth or ninth inning, As
designated hitter, Joe-doesn't play
the field and only comes to bat.
Miltenberger spends most of the
spare time watching the game.
"When I'm warming up, I try to get
loose as fast as I can and then
watch the bail game," he said.
Pistono spends his relax period
"messing around," he said.
"Actually I try to watch the pitcher
on the other team and watch our
guys to help them in the field.
Sometimes we play basketball in
the dugout with a tape basketball
and the
basket. I want

bench if you make an out and that's <1>
::l
iJOt good. If I was playing the field I
wouldn't think about it. But the -~
...<1>
guys playing the outfield now are ,.,
all coming back next year so it's 0
better for the team if I'm the dh t:1
(designatedhitterl."
e.

-·

~

Both psyche-oriented seniors
hope to go get drafted in this year's
amateur player draft in June.
Hopefully, the psyche will work out
for them. But when Milly does his
long, loud wolf call on the bus to a
game, some of the other guys on
the team might say he's a psycho.
"Yeah, Milly's a real nut," Pistono
said with a grin."

Photo by "'·-·'·"' '

Joe Pisto.no and Scott· Miltenberger both think a lot of
baseball is psyche. With mugs like this do you wonder w~y.

place where I could play, I wrote a "This team doesn't have the in·
bunch of letters to a lot of places dividual stand-outs that some of
and then decided on UNM," he the other teams had, but it has a
said.
great llttitude. We feel we can go
Milty's biggest relief job of the out on the field and beat anybody,"
year came against Arizona State he said. ,
when the Lobos beat the Sun Devils
Hollywood is a man totally teamfor the first time in 26 games. oriented. His position is outfield,
Miltenberger relieved Rob Hoover but when asked if he'd like to be
in the sixth inning of a seven-ilmlng playing a field position instead of
game with two men on and two being the designated hitter,
men out. He got Ken Phelps on a fly Pistono said, "Sometimes I would

Helmet

it to be known that I'm the nerf
basketball champ of this team.
<Dave) Ruybalid and Tapper
(Jerry Tapp) gave me some tough
games, but I'm the champ," he
said.
Miltenberger co4ld probably be
the basketball champ of the team
as, at 6·4, he is the tallest man on
the squad. Scott said he came to
New Mexico through letter writing.
"All through high school I'd been a
.relief pitcher and I just wanted a

BASEBALL for a buck....
BEER for two-bits!

25c BEER NIGHT
TONIGHT ONLY - College Students $1.00 with J.D. Card
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"Head Trips for Dudes • Dolls"

2120 Central SE
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Hair Design centre 1 ~~o.:,'7"~

DUI(ES

Opticians &
Pharmacy

HARD &SOFT
CONTACT
LENSES
for Hale

& Polish in our lab
•Large selection of solutions
• All kinds of prescription
glasses
1 DAY SERVICE
SW Corner Wash. and Lomas

to center
the ASU
and
then tosetendthem
downuprising
in the .~~e~ca~u~s~e~y~o~u~t~h~in~k~a~bo~u~t~i~t~o~n~t~he~~~~~~~~N~E~2~5~5~-6~3~2~9~,
seventh to nail down the win. "All
my life I heard about ASU, ASU.
Then when I beat those guys, it
wasn't as big a thril as I thought it
would be. I mean, I thought about it
a lot afterwards, but it just didn't
excite me the way I thoughf it
would," he said.
Joe, who wears the nick-name of
Hollywood on the back of his ·
batting helmet compared this
year's team with the four previous
teams he has played on at UNM .

Friday, April 30 - Albq. Sports Stadium
Albuquerque Duke vs. Phoenix
GAME TIME: 7:30P.M.

this week
only!

CASEY'S

The Triple A
Farm Team of
The L.A. Dodgers
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l>ANGING CJ,Assgs $5 weekly ;1l 'l'he
llhw llarN•m, 255-1967, 4/30
--··
WAN'I'LW '1'0 H8N1': n 2-hdrm house or npnl'l·
ml'nt for visiting AmSt Prof from 6/•1-7 1•1. 2 kids,
(>Xt•ulll!nt Tl'f(•rlHifi'S; will pay ur to $300. Cnll277·
3929 or 2776:156. 4/30
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LSA'l' HEVU:W COUHSI<J now forming for the
July J,SA'l'. For bro1~hurc und addition .in·
formation, Cilll Profl•sslonal Edurutors of New
Mexico, Inc. 842-!)200. 4/30
PHOI~ESSIONAJ, 'l'YP.IST . IBM scll'ctrlc.
Guaranteed nrrurt1cy with reasonable rntes. 2987147. 4/30 ...
_-"""_,_,__
frYPIS'l': fast, nccUJ'11te, knowledgable, ox·
pericnced, All types work. Complete home sct·up,
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-....
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QUIVIHA
BOOKSHOP
and
l'botography Gallery i~ 1/2 block from Johnson
~YI!\.0" Corn()ll, Special o;der service, tfn
ED!'l'JNG, Dissertations, theses, 898·3015. · 4/30
PASSPORT, IDENTIFIGA1'lON PHOTOS
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Call 265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd,
~
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'l'YP!S'l' Mnnuscripts, pnp(•rs,
IIOUSEMATE. WAN'I'EP. Share large 3·bdrm,
etc. $.50 dbi·spcd page. The Villaf<e, 3320 , near UNM. 842·1820. 4/28
'Y.r~.IJ1hl!L!:l~.AJ>~·-~~!~J.9(J.~1!fi6. _ ~~39
~
VARSI1'Y HOUSE, 141 Columbia SJ.':. Peluxc 1-br
DIVORCE HY J'g'r!TION, $36 phis filing fee,
furnished apt. 'l'wit1 or doubio. $166 in~ludes
arrnngcd by Par11·Legnl Servicl•. C;11l 296
~!-~l~es .. ~~sonly, no pets. 268-0525. 4/30
4977.4/30
wiii' ~~~f;;y~~r-~;!nts-E~ my 5. FOR SALE
home or yours. f{Hiiublc. Exp!!ri~nced; 898·1950
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STlJDF;N'I'S'" srnd ASUNM your ml'SSI!Jrl''l!)ect
Dorothy Dnvldson Vic•p Pn•sldcnt. 4/28 ,
J!OliSI•:sr·r·hNG COUPLE- wiil~-h~~~;~~~t~;hil~
,Y!JU ore on varation·Policto r!.'ferunct•s nvailnblc,
il43 6·170. 4/30
FBMAI.I~ WHI'l'EH WAN'l'S to hous!l~iL~I;;,~;;,
apartnwnt he(wcen $pring·summrr st•ml!stors or
long!'r. R!•sponslblll. Susun 255·1729. 4/29
__
-----=-----·fl!CYCLP: HACI~Sl Sunday, May 2. Sponsored by
l'olil'l' Athil•tic League nnd KMYH radio. USCf
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Prizt's, H!'glstt'r behind Zimmerman J,lbrary ut
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now off1•ring N1•w Mexiran food. Lunclwon
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dog. Scar around len I'Yl', Heward. 208,9280, 250·
O!l2D. 4130
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Have npartment. Jim 255·
~~~~ £~~e 2.£.'!:~~~ 7 pm. $~.50~:-~~Cl'rY'S 8ES'r one bedroom furnished llpartments
for only .$170, hills paid. Sp;1cious, nilaly fur·
nlshl!d, carpets, dishwash~Jr, dlspos~Jrs,
rc.frigerntcd 1lir, two swimming ·pools. 208·9
Columbia S~. Ona block to UNM. Compnre. 255·
2685. 4/30
·i;WOb~droom npartm"'cni:$~
iiooMMA1;E..
complete. 265-1070. •V28

LOST & FOUND

J,OH'I': CAHHI•;'f'l'Io: TAl'!!; on rampus. Sl'll·
Urnrutal Vnlur. Hl•Wnrd. 255,70:12. 4/28
l•'OliNIJ: sn.vrm IH-:H-Hil II('C'klm•(• April 27 at
tlw tlnivl•rsity t<•nnis rourts. Claim at 293
75<10. •l/30
..
.
---- ·J•'OtrND: CAM!o!HA in Coronado Shopping C1•n·
0
trr. Il1•srrlbe and daim nftt'r 6:30-Frnnk 29-1·
~37J, :1/30 ... . .
.
-~-- .. . '·
FOUND: .JOSEPH A SU•:(l[o'IUBD your UniVl'r·
sity ID can bt• pi1•kl•d up al 1•ool Lifeguard
room. 4/30
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CAMI'}RAS. I,EJNS, ACCESSORIES Kodak film,
clwrnical at student discount. 100 sheet box Poly·
contrast RC, $20.25. 'l'radcs and l>uy. Wilson
Cameras, Gunrunner, 3107 Central NE. 4/30
1972 {)O()GE VAN. ideal for camping, PS, Pl3,
now tires, tinted windows, AM·FM. $2700, 2662859 after 5 l<l weekends. 4/30
r,J\SEn TUBE, 1.5mw HoNe $50. Call 831·
1706•....:4:__/3_0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
·--~~~~-

11170 DUST.ER-6 cyl., 22 mpg, AM·rM radio, 2
extrn tires, dependable trnnsport11Uon $600. 842·
0192 •. _4:..,/2_8~--~----~
TAKAHA IO·spoed $99.95, 'rho Bike Shop, 605
Yale SE. 842-9100. 4/28
·vrVI'l'AR"ZOOM LENS, 85·2'05 Minoltn mount,
excellent condition $130, 277·3328, 242·
.4346. _4..;1_2~9---~
1970 VW FAS'l'BAGK, 1968 VW Bug, Private par·
.ty. 293-4280. 4/30
SWAG CANDLE HOI,DEHS for snlc on mall,
Production 76. Industrial Education, 4/30
HONDA Cl,-175 $350, mornings/late evenings
255 9341. .......:.4/.;:..30;___~
" -·~ ----·AMERICAN/IN'l'ERNATJONAI, YOUTH Hostel
puss snld~Canterbury Chi1pel, 420 ttuiversity
NE. 4130
__
....._..,._.
____ ,'
1975 750 KAWASAKI. exc<"llent. willtradl', sell.
~!~7}~ffcrs?_ll~~ eVl'll_~l!:~:~~~!~?. -~~- __ .
gXCEI,LENT MlNOl/l'A SR'l' 100 35mm. $140,
nft(•r 5pm 299·3858. •l/30
-·
--gl,l•;CTRIC G!DSON BASS Guitar, good con·
dilion, Call 265,54!15. $250, 4/30
__
!•'OR SAl,g: 1975 f/2 ton 4x4 Chrvy. Black
wlburgundy interior, $1200 down, and assume
paYml•nts or will talk somt• otht•r deal. Call 242·
6]07o_I'~P:tt3~~rUC'cS~-4~~~-- ~·~.-·
SEARS 8·tfl\Ck with AM·FM stcrco/sp~akers,
$75. Paul299·5500. 4/30
-------~
DOWN SLEEPING BAG with collar for person
under 5'. Excellent condition. $50, 247·8626. 4/30
196~ VW BUG, good condition, radio, best offer.
877-6226. 4/30
,.,-.--~---~~----

.__.,~_

4.

FORRENT
'

~-

_,.

~-~.-~~-~~-,.,.~--.......,-·~ _

--

F'OUH GALI,LIP Married women teachers need nn.
np;1rtment near UNM campus for 2 months this
sumnll'r. Call rl>llt•rt 863 6811 and ask for Bob
Zollingl'r. 4130
FF;MAI,E OH MAI,E Roonlmull• to share hous<'
112 block UNM, 262·0200. 4130
FliHNISIH:D APAH'J'MI';N'I' Walking dbtanre
to UNM, $12Q.inw, inrlud~s utilitil's. 8989347. 4/29
FUHNJSHED 2-hcdroom npnrlment, nice yard:
Mny 2·1-Aul: 1. Convenient Jocatiou. $110/mo. plus
utilities, 268·0453. 4/30
FUHNISHED AP'f onl• bedroom $HJ5. Come to
122 Princeton SE Apt A after 3:00pm. 4/30
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SMJTH·CORONA
~LI'JC'rRIC
portable

typewriter, old but good, alse> used Halian hiking
bQots, size 7 mtJn...._..._..
I 0 women, Cl!ll 314·4353. 4/3.0
.---.
fOR CI~M.TIVE HANDMADE clothing & crufts,
Hand smch Co·op, :woo Central SE, 247·4498, 10·
6 Mon.·Sat. New members w~Jcome.-10% off sale
41126·4/30, 4/30
---COHRAI,ES APOl3E on 2 acres. 2 fireplaces,
~nrncd ceilings_'..4- bedroom, ~~·9347. _ 4!..~
1968 GTO, 400 cu.in., automatic, good condition,
will bargain, Sue 266·8809aftcr 6, 4/!lO
GUILD EI,EC'fHIC GUITAR, Starrirclll, hollow
body, exccllont ~ondilion, hard case, $250:offcr',
242-4235. 4/28
COI,OR TV Big screen, name brand, take over payments $7 per mo. Sa von, 3105 Central NE, 256·
3505. 4/30
NIKON F. photomic excellent condition $225,
Nikkor 200mm !ens w/casc $200.877-0970 or 2772715. 4/,_,2_9~~--~S'rEHEO GLOSEOU'r Reel to reels, 8·tr;tck,
recorders, players, components, CDs. While they
l11st 40 to 50 percent off. Sa von, 3105 Central NE,
262-0637. 4/30
---~~--~------SINGER MACHINE
not daimed.I,cfl in layuway,
equlpp!!d to zig Zl\g. Pay $28 and take machine.
S;~von, 3105 Ccntrnl NE. 262·0637. 4/30
----BICYCLE SPRING 'rUNE-UP Special $6, H.C.
HnlloLt's, 843-9378, tfn
·--~~----~~~
BICYCLE SALE: Save up to $50 on the finest
, Europenn Bicycles. H.C. 1!alleH's, 2122 Coal Pl.
S.E. 843-9378. tfn

6.

EMPLOYMENT

NI'JFJD STRUGGJ,ING YOUNG Rock band to play
for grnduntion party, Mny 22 9·12pm apprllx. Fcc
negotiable, Call 266·6019. 4/28
-~---~-WOHK PARTTIME NOW and fulltimc s•Jmmer,
$·100'monthly. Cail265-9246after2:00. 4/28
.
DEIIAVIOR Tl!EHAP!S'l' N£gps girl Friday.
Hequisitcs of the job are sensitivity, tr;lfnnhility,
tolerance, assertiveness, flexibility, reliability,
and nvnilnbility, Also t'xcclll•nt typist. Hours ltoli
daily. Grad student prl'fcm•d, 268·5888. 4/30
-

-~-

PART TIME: WAJ'fRESSES wantet,l, experienced
preferred. Apply aUilll .Menaul NE between 5pm
11nd Bpm. 4/30
NFJI\':D. IMMEPIATEI,Y; 'J'l!tor for Tni Chi
Chuan. Caii27N072 after 11 pm. 4/28
COUNSEIJORS. A & C, nature & camp craft
sperinlist, 6 wk Kaitana JCC ,Pay ca.mp in Man·
r,anos, July 6-Aug 13. Contact JCC daytim<' 266·
5641, Dcth Rosenstein 265·8941, Rob Etlgson 255·
3644 ev!lnings. 4/29
"'
F\.Jl,L OR PART 'l'IME: help, !lither sex. Electra
Flyer Hang Gliders, 344·3444. 4/29
PAH'r TIME JOl3 Graduate student~ only. Must
he over 21 years old •. N!'ccl two part tirne em·
ployees for day worll. i\lso have positions for
Friday & Saturday nights. Apply in person only,
no phone culls please. Save Wa.y l,iquor Store,
5704 J,omns NE. 4/30

7,

TRAVEL

IN'fE!WON'l'INENTAI, TRAVEL SERVICE of.
fers the low(lsl jet fares to Etlrope, Asia, Afri<!a,
South America. 107 Girurd Blvd SE, Suite J,, 255·
6830. 4/28

8. MISCELLANEOTTS
REGISTERED STUDS-Chihuahua, J>Pidnese,
I'oodie. 877-4395. 4/30
PI\':PINO'S ora .Ccntrnl and the Gondola Lounge
now offering New Mexican food. Luncheon
specials daily. 4310 Central,_S_E_._41_3_0_ _~CASH ron FOOD US('d stereo, recorders,
typewriters, guns, cllmcras, enlurg~rs, photo
items, portable 'l'Vs. Gllnru11ner, 3107 Central
SE. 4/30
BANJO KITS. Write for free catalog. Stewart·
MaeDon:1ld Mfg., Box 90()BR At.h<"ns, Ohio
45701. 7/29
NEED MODELS fo.r now short. hair cuts. In(1uir1.'
at 'l'ijrras Hair Company, 5208 A Con&tilulion
NE. 4130

"'""·~

Gondola Lounge
Lunch Special

~

-~-,.~--=>'•~~>-~·~

New mexican Food!
4310 c,ntral S.E.

OFFICIAL ASUNM BALLOT
Vote Today, April 28, 1976
....,.

This is an official ASUNM Ballot for the Spring Run-Off Election.
It is made available in the LOBO for your convenience as a voter.
Take your time in marking your ballot without having to stand in long
lines at the polls. When it is convenient, drop by one of the six voting
locations and present your Student I.D .. LOBO Ballots must be stamped bv the poll worker before being placed in the ballot box.

Polling Places:
Student Union Building
Geology Building
Civil Engineering
La Posada
President Davis' Garage ,
Medical Plaza (Nth Campus)

SPRING RUN-OFF ELECTION
CANDIDATES -FOR ASUNM VICE PRESIDENT
(Vote for no more than ONE)

,,

"

Dorothy Davidson/Independent
__________ Celia Knight
Constitutional Amendments
Do you favor amending the Senatorial Election Procedure as proposed by the ,;
1976 Constitutional Convention?
Yes
No
.Do you Favor amending the ASU'NM Constitution · to include the proposed
Student Standards and Greivances Committee?
Yes
No

f··
'
0

'ASUNM GSA Poetry Series

ASUNM Budget Run-Off
Amount
$·2,450.00

Yes

No

